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Propositions accompanying the PhD thesis
Laminar fMRI at ultra-high fields

Acquisition and analysis strategies

Sriranga Kashyap, 29th August 2019

1. High-resolution fMRI data must be analysed in native-EPI space to avoid loss of
the acquired signal fidelity due to blurring via distortion-correction algorithms
and multiple resampling steps.

2. Analyses in native-EPI space can be facilitated using distortion-matched anatom-
ical data acquired with sequences, such as MI-EPI. The T1 estimates using MI-
EPI are comparable to Sa2RAGE-corrected MP2RAGE T1.

3. Different temporal segments of the BOLD signal time-course have different
depth-depen-dence. Particularly, the post-stimulus undershoot is better localised
to grey matter relative to the positive BOLD signal.

4. Anisotropic voxels allow sampling cortical layers or columns at unprecedented
spatial scales (e.g. 0.1 mm). At ultra-high resolutions, significantly better image
SNR can be achieved using region-of-interest specific (e.g. occipital lobe) RF coils
than with standard whole-brain bird-cage coils.

5. Higher spatial resolutions are required to reduce the ‘blooming effect’ of the GE-
BOLD signal at the pial surface. However, the ascending vein bias can only be
addressed using modelling approaches.

6. Sub-millimetre resolution CBF fMRI is feasible at 7 T using arterial spin la-
belling with 3D-EPI readout. The simultaneously acquired laminar BOLD and
CBF signals have contrasting depth-dependent behaviour that can be reconciled
using established modelling approaches.

7. The principal inversion contrasts from the MP2RAGE sequence carry valuable
tissue-specific information that can enable segmentation of non-brain tissues,
such as skull, dura, vessels. Manual correction of anatomical segmentations is
not just inevitable but essential in high-resolution studies.

8. Mesoscale (laminar/columnar) fMRI, through effective acquisition and data anal-
ysis, is the keystone that connects the micro- and macroscales and turn the tide
for fMRI as a clinical tool.

9. Working with partial coverage fMRI data requires multi-tool integrated work-
flows with parameters optimised on a dataset-by-dataset basis.

10. There is no substitute for high resolution.

11. “The measure of an education is that you acquire some idea of the extent of your
ignorance.” - Christopher Hitchens


